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·' Tne' first' ~hapter is a~ a~tempt to unify some s.t~da~d ;~sul~s 
. . ~ 
1; 
~ . 
concerning mapping cy Iind~:z:s and ~ mapping . c~nes. by means . of a cons tructi·on 
whichr,'i:~~u~e;; ~h~m bot~ · as 
6
special. cases; nam~ly, the double mapping 
,· ~ . . . . . ' . .. .. 
.• ~ylinder· J:or .t~Q maps ~ith a conunop. .domain. If ,.one of the ~p~ is ·a ' . 
. . . 
cofibration, then 'this. space is homptop.icafly equi vale!lt to th~ push-out 
' " . , . - .. . - . ' . 
_:;pace·· of th_e ·tw·o:maps . . Cons eque~.tly, under ~his .,hypoth~sis, we crui. · . · 
~bt.llin informati~n about· the push-out 
' . • . . • . - . ~'· . . . ' ;i . -
space from · prop~rties of the double 
. ' .. ..· - .. 
·mapping ~yli~der. . ·. ·. 
. . . 
Th~;~ i :s .a co~tru.ct1on du~l ·.to . th~ • double . mapping- cylind_er' w1ti~h ' pro~4es. 
• ... • ' I) • • • • • • • • • • ~ • • 
·-... . 
... • r- • . • ' ·- • • ' I' 
_a spac.e· wh.~ch ~s · homo'topl.cally equi v~lent- t~ . the · pull-back space .wheh o~e .. 
• . • • • • ; 0 J • • ' ' ~ ' l 
.of ' t~e maps .is' ~a: fibrati-on. Thi~ ·. eon~.truc~ion has pro~erti.es anala'goUs' to 
• •, - :-:- ' o ' • '> • \ ,.. ;_, , r • ; 
, 
· those o~. the double mapping. cy-ii~der.~ - ·. -. .,. - ., · 
.-- .--: . ~ .. . . . . . . . . 
;. ~ . . . 
..... i 
: 
' ~ . 
' ! 
. • . J .: 





_In t~e ·· sec~nd·crap~.~: one of the· main results of tha~·t~r one is us·ed t. 
to sho~, ~hat every fini ~e dimen~J..onal . con~ecte~ ~W .comp,:ex is homotopica_lly .· 
equivaJ~nt :t{ a. CW -~omplex· con!?tructed "aro~d ·a point."; 
. ' . ~ ' ! . - • . • ' 
• • 0 ' • • • 
. · .. · Th'e third <:hap~er is ~evoted _to the ,c;,.ons't'ruction of ~ome · of the basic· : .,-, 
• : ~ ·, ' • • • ' , 0 ' • • ' • ' ' ' • ., I - • , .. "> I ~ .. 
exact· -sequ~nces· of homotopy_ theory .. . _The cqpstruct~ons of · t~e Puppe sequence 
. . . 
.. 'and. 'its du~l are · 'includ~~r here for th~ sake of ·~bmpieteness . The exact 
. ' . 
1 I , . · • • . • . -
. · . . . ' ' . ~.;quOnces fo
1
r a ~ipli. ,are obt.rlned by g~.;~~r~ ai:gumenpi. as , oppOsed. tO 
· : ·: · .the: ·~onsti11cti'on. b);._~ckmann.in .. pr:· It 1s possibl~o assoc1ate two : · . 
' .. 
~ ' ... ... ' 
, . ... -· 
.• . • . . :.J··~·· -~ . 
•··.·. 
t • .. : ~· 
''· 
.. . . ·· . . 
•' I . 
. ' 
. ·. 
·• ' . . ~, \ ' ' 
~ . . ~ . . . . . ' .. ~"' . . '. 
; r ( • •j• • • 
simi.lar ~ook~ng ex.a~t · sequences . w~rth a f~?,r~tion. These ·two 'exact seque ric'es . . ..
ar.e sh~wn, t.o. be essent'ially the same by .mecuv; ·~f a ; 'transg~es~ioil square" of . 
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,. CHAPTER ONE: THE· DOUBLE MAPPING CYLINDER AND ITS · DUAL 
I 
. We shail work in the category Top* of topological· spaces with 
. ' . 
bas~ . point!? and tiase point preserving maps. We alwars suppose that 
. the. bas~ p~int x0 ~f/ space X ·. i _s clo~etl as a subspace of X. 
. ,4 , 
·· ·All homotopies keep the base point fixed. ) . . ' 
·- . 
· · If X andY are tw.o based spaces with b.as.e points x and y 
• . .· . ~.· ·. . . . 0 . 0 
J • ~~oil ' 
respectively, . their product X x Y ·has the base pqint ( X ,y_ ) • The 
o ·o · 
~edge of X and· Y ·. is the subspace X' v Y . = X x {y. } v {X } x. Y , -of · 
. . : . 0 • 0 . : 
X X ·y~ X v Y · m;ly ~lso ·be . described as tQ.e ·qu~tient ~pace·· of· the · 
. • • • : • • •• • •• '• • ... 0 . ' , : b . . 
X and Y with thise ~ubspac~s .. . ; 
- . ' ... . . : ' J · .. 
. . 
·The (;edti.ced) ~ylin~'er, cone ~d· ~ilspensi.on of a sp.ace X · ·are 
'· J/ • ~ 
the .. qu9tient spa~es 
I 4· I 
.ZX = X X 1/{x } X I 
. ·. 0 ' ' . 
·ex ·;_. X X 1/{X } X I \iX X {1}' 
0 
. ' . 
, I 
··SX = , X t. 1/{x } x I u X ·X · {0,1} 
. 0 . . . 
. -
· wh~re · . I .. . is th~. unit interyal [0, 1] · with .the _·fu;uai . ~·opology.. In 
2: 
.:..• 
~ • I 
. .. HI : . . ' ' · (x;t):, .. where·. xE., X . and t E. I, 
\ .. .. . 
. 'y 
, ·• 
·: tiy ·· '[x·,t]. Wi·th :the obviouS a'ssignmenis for :maps . ~e-'obtrln fr.om these 
' • • : I '• " • \ • ' I " ' ' • • r : : . ~ 
' . " .. 
con$tructioll$ fun~tors z :c· 3:Jid s . ·.from ·'I_'op* · to · T,op-*. 
., • •'J,...· ·. • ~~ ... : :· 
':rbe .path: ~pace of a spac~ · X,. d~noted by· PX, 'is . ;the -space of 
')'• , . ' • • • • \ I ' - • •• 
• • • • ~ ' • ' ;\ ' • I ~ ' < • 
: aU map~ I . :+ X wi ~ the compact operi topo~ogy. ;The s~b~pace .of . PX · 
,, . .. 
. . .. 
.. 
. • 
... ; ,· 
, ' .I • 
• ; • • • • I • 
·consisting o~ those pa~hs . . w··, for 'which w_ (1) ::= . x~ . ~5 ·. denote'd ·by· .:P1·· . · .. 
... 
' . 
The. Ioo~ ~p~c~ qf · · x, · . dimo'ted by ' .· . nx,. is the subspace ··of ··px ' consisting 
. . . . . 
. . . ' 
of those patps_:: ·~~~ .. ~r Whic~ ·, Ql(~) = 111(1) . = X • 
. 0 . We now ·. liave functors 
.. ·. · .. P,E · an';L n ... ~h-ich :are adjoint to. Z,c and s ·,. ·· r~spectively :· · 
,''I • • ! ' I '• ', ' • ' f ' ' · , ',' ·:, r' • 
' , ,·~. ~ :~, <:• ·,,· : I ,·~ · ~·;;,', •'). ., ~ · '.·, · ,·.~·,· ..... , ~·'.' . . ,' •.,;• / .. ·· ' , ,, •', 1,' ; ;: :,~ • ' · •. ,''. • 
... ,'.' , .,, ·:~ ·- ·~·. ., ~ I, ,~·. , :.' . " I · ·~ ,' .1. " 
• I 
' ' 





















. · ,· 
. ' 
· . 






If F is .. any _of the fundtors . Z,C,S,P,E,n 
_,_ 
we define· . Fn for each 
"integer n > 0 inducti 'vely b~ . 
pOx = X , 1 
and FnX = F:(F -IX). 
n' n If F is Z,C or S, F r is a quotient· space of X x I and we 
h~ve Fn (X. v Y) = F~ v' F~. ' ~f F • is p, E or n '· FnX . . may ~-~ .~n{er­
p~eted as·. a subspace of. the skac~ of maps In+ X and we .have 
; 
' 
F_n(X x Y) =·F~ ·x.' pfiy, / 
~ Let· 
· . . f g' . : 
X<---,. A ~"Y ,. 
• • , 0. • 
be ·a · diagram of based 'spaces a~d ~aps • . The· do~ble mapping cylinder of 
~ I • ,• ' 
·..., , '' ' ; I I • ,' ' 
this ~~~-gr~; ~~~~ted by . . Z ~i'gj~, '. is· the 
. ootaiil~d ·l)y identifying .[a,,] ~ ZA .. with 
· with · g(a) ~ Y· for ·all a E. A.· 
f(a) €:" X /and [a, l.] E. ZA 








[a 0] g(aj 
... 
x· . y 





. . . . 
.. . If ·. Y 5· A_ ·and · g · is the· _identity· map on· J\;1, :then 
.. . 
Z(f,g) = -~~,: 
. 'the mapping cyli_nd~I' of -f. f . Y ·= *' · .a poi~t, tlien Z(f,g) cf' = 
.. ; 
. ··the mapping cone · of f • .. ~f and.Gf ·: may . ~lso be descr~b~d · a~ th~ . . ·.· .r 
. quoti.en.t ~pace;: ~~ . ~A y·. x a~d·: CA. v ·~ respecti~ely qbta~ned ,by .. · .. 
iden ti fyirtg [ ~. 01 ' id rh f (~ ~ ;~, all ... ,-.!' E: A·, .• Th~ . Wedge. . cY li ~d~r; 
~ ,, ' ~ l ,r ' • • • • 
~one an~ sus~ension rna~ :~lso . ~e r:g~~~ . ~d as specia~ ~:75° of .'thi~s . 
. con_s1:ruction: · ,.· . 4 
~ . . . 
We have a· dual or adjeint :constructi on for a diagram 
.. I ,. , Ill 
. I 
' ., l. • .. · . 
• • • !'"" ~ ' 
.  . : ~ . . 




. . ~ . 
, •'' 
J : ~ .. .. .. 






\ - . ' 
' . 
.. 





. . .. / ' 
• • ',' ! • 
. : .. I 
J · " 
~ .; I 
./' -
.. , ·. 
f. • 
. f . 







. '. \ 
. .. ' 
o'· 
' ':, .. 
















of based ~paces and maps. -The ·double mapping track nf ~his di agr3:!U, 
denoted by p (f -~l. . ~ •. th~ subspace <>f ~ X p~ "x, y cOr is ting of 
, triples (x,w,y) such that £(x) = w(O) ·and g(y) = w
1
(1}. 
I x ~-~--- ~rx) ~ •(Oi 





· If Y· =· A . and g is the iqenti·tymap ~:>n -A, then · P .(f,g) .= .Pf, 
' · ~:tie ·.~~pplng . . track of t. •' pf .may .also b~ .described as the ' subspace of. 
. .,. ' . • ' . . , . 
• . 1; X ~~ ~A consisting of pairs . (x,w) · such that· f(x) -.,; ·w(O). · We ·denote ~ .. " ·' . ; ., . ·' . . 
_ : ~ . by\ur;· th~ subsp~c~ ··o~ . X x·· ·E~ • consfsting o~· pair~ . (x·~·\ll)' · such. :th.at' 









.f(x) = w(O)." ··.If .·! ·= *• then . P(f,g) . =:, Ef. ~ : Th~ · _ spac~s .X x- Y, PA, 
EA and . nA can all. be obtained as s·~cial· cases of th1s. c~nst~uction . .' 
' r . . . . 
. . 
The ·douh_ie ·_mapping· :cylinder and ,d-otible ·mapping track construc:tions · 
I . • . . 
are each furlcto~ial on a category o'f di~grams of t~~ appropriate type. 
... A map ·f:X -+ Y is ca~led a fibration if for each space A,· g1.ven 
··a map h :A '+·x· and a ·homotopy G:~ x i + Y such · that · G(- ,o~ · .= Fh, ·: ·:·: 
· .the;e· is a .homotopy. H:A xI -+ X · such th~t ·H (- ~0) =h. and f!J' = " G. 
~quivalh~tly, f:X 4 y .i~ . (,1 fibrati6ii ~~each COnuR'!oltative ' .square 
. . . 
\ 
. \ : 






\ .. . _.., 
. . \ . \, .. ·;; 
·where ~· .is the iMlu.S:i,on .aH[_a,O], can be .co~pleted as s~own wi th 
' ~I • • • • , . 
" .. . 
·.'the map ' H. so that t1te ·whole diagram . i s commutat ive. A map f:X. + Y 
\ \ • : • ' .. • • f • ' ..... 
· I 
1· ,.·i·s call'ed\ a .cofibratio~ ii fqi• :each .-~pac~· B, gi ven . a .map h :i+ B and a 
\ • ' ' • f 
,\ \ :. 
:\ . 
I 
i \ • 
. ·' 
· .. . ' '"'· 
. , 
. '! . .1. .. . .. ( ,. 
. ' 
.. 
... /1 ' .. . 






. ' . 
. , 

















' I ~ ' ' 






' · '. 
• . s . 
,_ homotopy-. G:X x - I + B s -uch that . G(- ,0_) ·= hf, · th·ere is a homotopy . · 
H:·¥ x I·+ B ·such t}_lat . H(- ~0). =. h and H(f(x), t) =. G (x~ t) · for ' 
_, 
all) xE: X, te: I. Equivale~tly, f:X + Y is a cofibratipn if 
. ' 
·each·, commutative r square 
X . G PB 
f l '• ;~/·''lrr 
;.' . h . 
. · . y- . ~ 
'• ' . 
where 1r_ · iS the p·~ojectio~ ·. · w~lll~O) .~ . . ~an . ~e completed .as shown 
c ' . ·, : 
. . 
.. 
. with t~e )n,ap H'· so· that 'the wliole :·diagr~ is c~~ut~tiVe. · A·p~ii ·-· :··,...-
: I • o o ' o .;: ' o' ', ' o • I ' ' ' ... ' ' , ~ ' ' 
.. of spaces (X',A) . ~ith. A c .x. is· .. s.aid to,. .ha:'!'e. .the ·homotopy . e~tension 
' r• ... ': I 
f • 
. •, 
property·" ii ET .. if j:he i~clusion ·A ·~ · x-i~ . ~- cp,f~b;r~tion :· · ' • ' ' f • ·, 
•• ;>.. .. .... • ' ~ . 
·rhe kernel ·of a fibration · ·t;x """'· y- ke~·f· = ·,{x· ~· x·· ·I: tcx) :.;. ·y· .} -. 
. . • . ..... ! " 0 . .. . ' . ~ : ~ ;. . 0 -! - _· 
~i~ ·c;alled - ~he f.ibre of f. . If' · ~ = Y '~~ · F . f~r some · space . · F, · ·. the . 
• • Q • • 
' r I • ' • • ' ," ' 
· ·projection Y x F · + .Y onto the fTrst factor .o£.. the product 'is. a ·. 
. . . . . . ' . . 
. . . ' . . . . ·\ 
fibr.~tion with f~~!e F --s:Lnce we -. ~a,n .. ~efine H:A :x, I +"Y !C p· by 
. . 
H[a~t) ·'~-_. (Gfa,t:)' , ph(~?} ' where .P 'rfs the prqjectio~. ·...f 'x F +.·F 
"'· 
· onto the second £actor. 
' 'Phe , c;okernel · o·f ·a cofibratiori ·.f .:X +.·Y, c9kf = Y/f(X) ·.- i~ calle.d 
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T ·x· -+ .X V C . .' is a co'fibration With ,cofi~_-~e . . C ' since. We · c~ define . . . ~ 
\ . 
• .. . 
. ' 
. 
. . ' 
. . . ; 
!' •• <b ~ : • • 
- '. 
' ,. '
H: .pc: v C) x .t'+ B oy 'H(x,t) = 'G(x,t),; 'xE X. t .€. ·I . . . . and · !f(t·,t) = . 
~..; · . . -- ~ ..... . h(c), ce .. c, t~ I. 
·. 
I . 
LeliDlla (1.2') If f:X + ·Y and . g:~ -+ Z , ;ar~ . f~brations,~hen s·.o is 
. . . 
. ·. 
· Le'inma. (L~) . I£ - . . ~iX + Y and .g:'Y ·: Z · are·· ·cofibrations, then· so . ~s 
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A . X • · ·\; 
1: '1 : .. -~ ~f • "! ; • 
' , -
i< '• . , "". . y 
~ . • ?I • 
, ., : ~ . ·.- . - .. ~ . 'lg 
ZA --::-------~ z 
' . 
. . . . 
- X _..;..._-..,....__..;...-+ p B 
.' f 1~ 
y \ 
•g 'J o, I 'o , tl',' • 
. , 
, 
~ ~ 1 . ;- · ;r ... . 
/ •.. ~ 
-· · . B 
z --------::IJ' 
.. • 
. >) . 
".{ 
. . - ' ' 
Lenuna (L 3 _-) If. the ~qliare 








X . : 
'-11·· : .-· ·1£ 
I ' • ~ ' 
. - g' ' . . - . 
' ... . , 
U, 
,A • " 
I ,: ., 
• ! I' y - . s- . •,r 
, · I .. . .. 
. is . aj'-!11-back sJqu~re bi whic~~ - £ '.is a . ·f~b~~~io~, · \heri · "£ .is also 
.· .. . .. .. .. 
,. 
T I 4 • • ..,' t • • 
. ., ' 
' , I .. ~ ' • 1 ~ I ., ', 0 
..-. • , ·1: ,1 ' ' . I! 
I ' • , 'I, • ' , • Jl' o o ' • I' ' • tlo • I# ' ' 
" \. · , • •o.' ;·_ . ~ ... :· . · , ,, . . · ':( ~-: ~ . . : .. •, 
square as 1ndicated·:by ·· ·.- .' . ;_ . ' .. -· . 
\ 0 I • l o ' ' n 0 I 4' • ',f''t; I I o 
... 
a .fi~atiori. • .. . .. 




~ . . ·· ?'-;- . 
. .. •J 
' . 
·. . , ... 
. . the diagrrun 
, . . , ' ., . . · ... · , 
lA~ .. -.· , . \D ; .. g 1.X · .r ,.> i -1·:...; ;..:-.:.. ~- -}-_.· .. ,'. """" - ·l · . " • -~ .,.. ... 1 • .,. , , . . ·~ .. .. \ . c..~ · •' ' \ . • ~ . . . .., .. ' ' ·, · .... . ) .. ... n " ' .. _ .·. /.:. 
ZA"' - ·.' ·.· .. Y · .. ~ 'v· B 
·! 
·, · . . ... 




., \ . :. 
., 
'• 
. .· " ' 
is a inish'-out' sq't.iarp in. whi'ch ·. f. -is a cpflbrati~n, "then. 'f _·is' al~o 




a · cofibrat~on. · ·· . . '-· ·· .. ~ ·: · · · ·· · · 
' • ~ . ~ . .• · ~· ; · . I ' "• 
the diagrain · 
I! 
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· ·.' 
\ II , ~ 
, ;.' ·; ..... 
. .' ;t:t ; . , ~ 
, . , I 
. ' 
-.~ ~t-. i~ a~p;r:~~~i:~te t? xe~ark ': ~t :t~-~s st:~:ge t~~t. t~7 ~e~~~ent_; ~ua_~~ty _· .. · 
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Proof Let B be any spac~and suppose th~ we have a·map h:B ~ P(f,g) 
and a homotopy G:Bxi~x .xY such that G(- ,0) = ph. Let q .be 




the projections .onto X and y tespecti vely .' Then 
. r-
h (a) = (p1h(a), qh(a), p2h (a)) for all a~ A. Define <jl:B X U ~ A, 
' 
' 'where u = I x {0} v { 0,1} X I, by_ tp1G(b,t) if s = 0 
<P(b,s,t) = qh (b) (s) ' if t = 0 J 
· ID>2G(b,t) if 1 ' .. s = , ... 
.. 
• 
,Then <P has, an extension 4>: B x I 2 ~ A. Define 4> = B·x I~ PA · by 
«<>J(b,t)(s) = <fl(b,s,t) and ~:B x I~ P(f,g) b~ fl (b , t )_ = . (p 1 G (b , t), 
. \) 
pH = G as required . o. " . 
. ~ (b , ~), piG (b , :)) • Then H(.,O) = h and . 





Each inclqsion is the composite of .two inclusions each of which· 
is a cofiotation. Hence the result follows from lemma (1.2). 0 Corolla~ (;·.~5 1 ) The projections P(f.:g)~ X, P(f,g)~· Y are fibrations. 0 
• f 
Given i diagram" (1. ~) we can form the push-out space U(f,g). 
We, may regard U(f,g) to be the q'uotient space' of X v ·~ v Y obtained 
by identifying a E. A with f(a) E. X and g(a) E Y for an a E: A. 
• 
•Since each point in ··u (f ,gl is represented by a point in X or Y we 
may aiso regard u (f ,g) . " . ' to be\~ quot~ent space of X v ,Y. 
·There is a projection q:Z\f,g) ~ U.(f,g) given by 
q(x) = [x] 
q[a,s] = [a] 
qc(y) = [y] 
X E; X 
, . a E. A, s E. I 
A, yE: X 
H is induced by the map X v ZA v Y. + X v A v Y which collapses 






Proposition (1.6) If f or g is a cofibration, then q is a homotopy 
equi valance. 
Proof By symmetry it is sufficient to consider the case where f 
is a cofibration. 
Define G:A x I + Z(f,g) by G(a,t) = (a,t]. Then G(-,0) = i f . 
1 
where i 1 is the inclusion X+ Z(f,g). Since f is a cofibration 
there -is a horn.9topy H:X xI+ Z(f,g) such that H(-,0) = i and 
. 1 • 
H(f(a),t) = G(a,t) "" [a,t] ·for all a 6 A. Define q' :u(f,g) + Z(f,g) by 
~ q' [xL= H(x,l) 
q I [y] : y 
Then q'[f(aj] = H(f(a),l) = [a,l] = g(a) so q' is well defined. 
We show that q' is~a ho~otopy inverse fo~ q. 
7 
Define F:U(f.,g) x. I+ U(f,g) . bY 
F([x],t) = qH(x,t) 
F([y],t) = [y] 
•, 
x ~ X, t E. I 
yE Y, tE.I I 
.Then F([f(a)],t) = qH(f(a),t) = q[a,t] = [a]= [g(a)] and so via 
the corresponding map U(f,g) + PU(f,g) we see that F is weli 
defined and continuous. F is a homotopy from the identity map 
on U(f,g) to qq'. 
·· ,• Define F1 :Z(f,g) x I + Z(f,g) by 
F' (x,t) =· H(x,t) 
F' qa,s],t). = [a,(l- t)s + t] 
; 
F' (y' ~) = <>Y 
Then F'([a,l],t) = [a,l]!: g(a)~d F'([a,O],t) = [a,t] · = H(f(a),t) 
so F' is well defined and coQtinuous. F' is a homotopy from the 





The fact that q' is well defined implies that f 
Corollary (1. 7) If f:X + Y 
<!ofibre 
is a cofib1:ation : then the map 
q·:Cf + 1\ f given by q[x,t] = 
q (y) = (y] 
is a homoto~ equivalence . 
* ' 
is injective . 
•Proof cokf = Y/f(x) and . Cf are ~espectively the push-out space 
~ / 
and double mapping cyl~der of the diagram 
f 
* "--X ---4- y 
I' Given a diagram (1 ~ 1 1 ) we can form the pull-back space I (f ,·g). · · 
,. 
We ·may regard I(f,g) to be the subspace pf ·X x Y.. consisting of 
p
1
airs . (x,y) such that f(x) .=. g(y). J he;e is an incl~ion 
j :I (f ,g) + P (f,g) given by j (x,y) = (x,w (x,y),y) where w(x ,y) E.' PA 
·
1
is the ~onstant path onto the point f(x) = g (y) E A . 
Proposition (1. 6 f) If for g . ~· . 1s a fibration,then j is a homotopy 
equivalence.• r 
Proof W~ coqsider the case where f is a fiBration .. , 
Define G:P(f,g) x I+ A by G(x,w,y,t) = w(t). Then G(-,0) = fpi 
where p 1 is the projectlon P(f,g) +X. Since f is a fibration, 
there is a homotopy H:'P(f~g) x I +X such· that H(-,0) = p 1 an~ 
fH = G. 
Define j I : p'cf:g) + I (f ,gf by j '.ex·, w,y) = (H (x,w,y' 1)' y) 
Then fH(x, w,y ,1) = W(1)' = g(y) sc;> j' is well defined. 
Define F:I(f,g) ·xI + I(f,g) by F(x,y,t) a (H(j(x,y),t),y) .. 
Then fll(j (x,y), ~) = ·w(x,y).(t) = g (y) so F is well defined. F ·is 
• 
a homotopy from the identity on I(f,g) to j'j. 
' ~ ' 
' . 
. . . .. 
De~ine F' :P(f,gj X; I+ P(f,g)' bY, . ,F' (x,w,y,t) ~ ·(H(x.,w,y ,t), Hw, t;),y)-









where cjl:PA xI -+·PA is given by Hw,t)(s)= w((l- t)s + t). 
Then cjl(w,t)(O) = w(t) = fH(x,w,y,t) and Hw,t)(l) = w(l) ·= g(y) 
so F' is well defined. F' is a hombtopy from the identity m~ on 
P(f,g) ......... . ,. to J J• • ,, Hence J' is a homotopy inverse for j. 
Corollary (1.7 1 ) If f:X-+ Y is a fibration with fibre. F, then the 
map j: F -+ Ef given by j (x) =· (x, *) is a homotopy equivalence . • 
. >I 
Proposition (1.8) If f = f':A-+ X and g = g':A-+ Y1 then there is . . 
. 
·a homotopy equivalence . Z(f,g) -+ Z(f' ,g') which extends the identit~ 
\ . 
I .. 
on X v Y. 
Proof· Let F :A x I + X be a homotopy from 1 f to f' . Define 
':Z{f,g) .-+ Z(f',g) by 
4>(x) = x 
4>[a,s] = Uca·,.25), 0 < 5 < 1/2 [a,25- 1], 1/2 .< 5 < 1 
· .. - ·y 
Then 
cjl(y) = y 
and 4> ': Z (f' , g) -+ Z (f, g) ·· by 
' l 
·, 
4>' (x) = x 
.~.. [ 1 _ ·Uca,l '+' a,5 - [ 2 a, 5 
. 
4>' (y) = y 
4>',<1>:Z(f,g) + Z(f,g) is given by 
<1>·' 4> .(x), = x 
4>'<1>[a,s] = 
<I>'Hy) = y 
.. 
Define H:Z(f,g) .x I+ Z(f,g) . by 
L· - . 
I . · 
, I . 
2s), 0 < s < 1/2 
1] l •• 1/2-< s -< 1 
\. 
0 < 5 < 1/2 
1/2 ~ s ~ 3/4 




, ' I 
.. 
. ; ' 
J 
L I .. . · I -
I 
l 
12.. . . 
H (x, t) = X 0 -< s .::. 1/2 - 1/2 t 
H. ( [ a , s ] , t) · = 
H (y ,t) = y 
4s ·- 3t), 1/2 - 1/2. t .::. 5 < 3/4 - 3/4 
-, 
4s + 3t 3 ] ; 3/4 - 3/4 t < s < 1 
1 + 3t .. ' ,1~ 
· rhen'" H is a homotopy from ~·~ to the identity on Z(f,g). T.here · 
is a similar homotopy from <P<P' to the identity on Z(f' ,g), hence 
~ is a homotopy eqoiv~lence with h,omotopy inverse ~ · · 
.. 
t 
Let G be. a homotopy from g to 'g' ana define ljl: Z (f' ,g) Z(f',g') ' ' 
by ljl(x) ::7: x 
ljl[a,s] = 
ljl(y) =·Y 
~[a,2~]~ 0. 5_'5 . .::.'1/2 G(a.,2 - 2s) , . _1/2' ~ s 5._ 1 
' 
I 
Then lJi is a homotopy equivalence bY. a similar argument to the above. · ·. 
Thus. lJJ~:Z(f,g) -+ Z(f' ,g·') . given ·by 
I ljl~ (x·) = X 0 < s. < 1/2 I . -
lPHa,sJ = 2], 1/2 < s < 3/4 
- -
ljl~(y) = y 4s), 3/-4 £. s < 1 
-
is a homotopy equi val_ence .. 
•· . 
( . . 
. 





and k:Y -+ Y', the map 
. . 
Z(f,g) .+ Z(hf,kg) - induced by h:X-+X 1 
h and k is a homotopy equivalence. 
'I 
.. 
Proof . Let ~':X' -+X baa 'homotopy inverse for h and let H:X x I + X 
. 
b~ a homotopy from ~ 'h to . lX. From the proof of· propo~i tio'n (1. 8) 
we see that the map q,:Z(h'hf,g) -+ Z(f,g) . given by 
~(x) = x 
~[a,s] 
~(y) = y 
'is a ~oniotopy equivalence. 
I ... '· . 
·.rH(f(a), 2s), 
\!.a, 2s - 1] ; 
' 
0 < :s < 1/2 ' 
















\ Let n:.Z(~.g)-+ Z(hf,g) and n' :Z(hf,g)-+ Z(h 1 hf,g) be the 
maps induced by h and h 1 respectively. We show that n is a 
homotopy eq~valence with homotopy inverse t;. = ~n 1 • 
I 
E;n:Z(f,g)-+ ~(f,gj is given by 
C:n(x) = h 1h(x) 
t;n [a,s] = .(H(f(a~, 2s). 0 ~ s ~ 1/2 . L [a, 2s - 1], .s 1/2 ~ _s < 1 · 
C:n (y) =· Y 
Define F·:Z(f,g) x I-+ Z(f,g) by 
'F(x,t) = H(x,t) 
[ ] = rH(f(a), ~s + t), F'( a,s ,t) [a', 2s- ·1 + t], ·0 < X < 1/2 - 1/2 t 1/7; Ii~ t ·~ s < lib 
- , 
1 + .t 
F(r,t) = Y" 
..... 
· Then F is a homotopy from 




·homotopy equival~nce 1jJ:Z(hh 1 hf,g)-+·Z(hf;g). 
. ' 
. Let n": Z (h 'hf ,g) + Z (hh.1 hf ,g) be the map induced by h and 
let" E; I : tllfi" • Then l;' n 1 :: 1 _hy a similar homotopy to F. lVe have 
<J>n' n "' 1 · "an.d 'since <l> is a homotopy equivalence 'n' n<l> "' 1. Thus 
( 
E; 1 ~ , E; 1 n 1 n~."' n<l> ). and therefore, .dlt; = n~n 1 =- l; 1 n 1 = 1. 
· By a similar argwttent it folla,ws that ·th~ map Z(hf,g) -+ Z(hf,kg) 
induced by k i;:; a · homotopy ,equivalence. 
. . 
Proposition (1.10) Given .a diagram (1.1) and a homotopy equivalence 
. 
e:B-+ A, .the map Z(fe,ge) + Z(f,g) induced by .. e is a homotopy 
'equivalence. { 
P~oo~ . Let e' :A+ B be a h~{opy inverse for · e, . and. le:· 
be a ho~otopy. fro~.; ee r to' 1 A. From -the proof, of proposition 
.. . 
~e~ that . the.map 9:~.(£e'e.1 ,gee 1 )' ~ . Z(f,g)' , given ~y · 
-> '> If ' 
' ' · 
' .' " 
E:A X I -+ A 
' ', 












\ e(x) = X . • fE (a, 1 2s), 0 < s ~ 1/2 . , .... · 
e[a,s] = [a, 4s 
-
2], 1/2 ~ s ~ 3/4 
e (y) = Y gE(a, 4s - 3), 3/4 ~ s ·~ 1 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
• 
Let E:Z(fe,ge) + Z'"{f,g) and E' :Z(fee' ,gee') -+ Z(fe,ge) 
. _ .."" 
the maps induced by e and e' respectively. We.show that 
homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse .A- = ·E 1 e. 
0 
. . 
.EA:Z(f,~)-+ Z(f,g) .is given by 
e:A.{x) ·= x 
\ 
EA.~~,s} '? 
, EA (y) = y 
. fE (a, 1 . - 2s), . 
,gE (a, 4s - 3), 
0 < 5 ~ 1/2. 
3/4 < 5 < 1 





fE.(~, .~- .- 2s.), . . p· ·~:.s · .~ ~~ 1/_~ .. t · :.. 
' · .. 
14. 
,. 
·F(x ·,~} = X 
F([a·,s] ~ t) = [E(a,t~, ' 4s- 2 + 2t], '1/2- 1/2 t < •s < 3./4+ 1/4 .t 
. ' . 1 + 3t .. -:- - . 
. . 
F(y.._t) = y . gE (a·, 4s - .. 3), . 3/4 + 1/4 t ~ - s < 1 
Then F is .a homotopy from :·EA · .to ·1Z(f,g)' · By a si~il.~r. argum~nt. 
to that . used in the previous proposition .we a1s<;> have . A.e: . :::: 1. · · · 
• '$ • • 
. . . 
~ . .. . 
Propo.sition (1. 8'). If £1= .f' :X -+ A· and g = g' :Y -+ A' theil,. the;re is a 
.. 
homotopy equiva~ence : P(f' ,g') -+ P (f,g) which covers the ·.identi·tY on · 
r 
· f eta X x Y. 
. . 
and g to g' · respectively. 
. . . 
'Let 
,.., 






. corresponding to . F and G. Define· <j>:)'(f,' ,g) -+ P(f,g) · by · 
'I ·' ·. 1.' 
,.. . 
. . Hx,,£,i,y) ··~ (x, F(x) +· ·ws) J .. 








( I ' . . , ; · •• t, • ' 
, ; 
. . '· 
\ 
\ 
' \ i 






. ~, . "' 
I· . . 
\ - . 
I 
'l• 









by ·4>' _(x,ws) = (s, -F(x) + til,y). Then it is straightfordward to show · 
: . . 
that·~' is a h01qotopy inverse·for ~. Similarly;' tji:P(f',g'J . -+ P(fJ 1g)- .. 
given by ,. 
"' . 
. . \ \ 1/l{x,w,y) = '{x,w + (-G(y.))),y) ( . 
is a homotopy equivalence. 
{ . 
Thu5 _ <f>tji:P(f'-,g') ;+- P(~,g) given by 
p 
is a h·omotopy equi valencfo·. 
"'' . 
.. . .. 
-
Proposition (1. 9 1_) Given. a diagram (1.1') ·and homotopy equivalence · . . 
' •• ' \ ""'1. ' ; . 
h:X!-+ j( al!.~_ -· k;-X' -+ ·Y, . the map ·· P(fh;gk)' .+ ·P(f,g) ind~c~d by 
.... . ~ - . ... ,. ~ . ' . ' . 
. . h and' k in a 'ho~6topy e<lmvalence. . : 
. . .' . . . ·. 
I r \ 
- ~ ' . 
; ... 
' . . .: ' ~ - . ' ... '. . ·. 
A .. . • ' • • • • I · 
ProposHion_ .(1:10') · Given .a diagram (1.1') . and _a ·h~ntotopy equiva~,ence .: .· 
, II, ! , 
. e :~ + B~. the map 
. " -
l • 
. equivalence. ··. . .. I 
'r 
.. r·- .~ . -
. From propo~'i tions 1. 6, 1. 8, 1. 9 and 1.10 we obtain the followin_g 
result. · "• ·.~ . . ' . 
. . 
·.-Theorem (1.11) · Given _a ,commutatfve' diagram 
. . 
. ·:: .. 
~f--A g 
el -·F 












:·.-there is .a c~mmutative s~uare. 






Z(f,g) -· -----+ ,zci' ,g") 
.• 
· ~1 " ' O lql 
ljJ . 
. ' . . 
.U(f,g) ----=--~' U(f' ,g') - ' ' 
. ·, in which 4> ~d tjl .. are .each· i_nd~ced by the triple of maps (h,e,k) and 
, . .. , 
q·,q' . ar~ the proj'ections • 





. . .. 
. . 
, . . 
•' . ' . ·, .. 












.... _, ., " 
(a) If h,e and k are homotopy equivalences~ .then ~ is a 
homotopy equivalence. ,, '), 
(b) If one map in each of the pairs . (f,g), (~' ,g') is a 
cofibration; then q,q' are homotopy equivalences .. 
Consequently,· tP is a homotopy equivalence'.. 
(c) If the diagram (1.1·2) is only homot9py commutativ:e. then 
we still ha:ye -Z(f,g) = Z(f' ,g') by a map wh~ch extends_ 
. h v ·k on X v v: _ If the hypothesis of.. (b) holds·, theri 
U(f,g) . = U(f'_,g-'). ' .. 
-·· 
· ·. Corollary (1.12) If . (X, A) has the ~EP - ~d , -~ - -~ ,g:·A +-X, then the 
adjunction sp'aces 
. . . 
y · V ..x - and:' y · V X 
. .. f ' _g a~e .homotopic.:Hi_y .eqt4vii1erit. 
, . . ' ~--·. 
• •• " ,• ' r • ,, • , ,· . , • •,. l • ! •• 
Corollary (L 13) . 1£ . (X~A) ·- has the HEP · ajtd·'.-' A is 'cont~acti_ble, · 
\ . . . . 
.then th~ projection ·X + X/ A fs a: h~moto~y eqUivalence'. 
'· 
Proof Consider ~the· co~utative diagram 
.X ·· ::::::> A == A· 
II II 1~ 





; 11te pus}oul:_ .space. of t~e top .~ine is .X- w.J~iie tha~ of the bottom 
. line is X/ A. · . · . ~ 
From pr~positi~ns 1.6' ,").s!; 1..9' - ~d 1.10' we obtain "the dual · 
Theorem {1.11 I)_ Given ·a commutattv~ diagram 
. .. 
f g 
X' A y 
:~ 1 
£' 
~l.' l~ (1.12') 
,g' 





. . . 
· ~· I . .
l 
.,. 





























there is a commutative square 
_I(f,g) "\ til • I (f' ~ g I ) I 
j r I lj~ . ' l ~ p (f' g) cp >P(f',g') 
I '• I 
in which tJ> and $ 
I 
are induced l?Y the triple of maps (h ,e ,k) and 
I 
. . , J,J are, the· inclusions . 
I. I . 
(a) ::mo:::y-::~v~::c:omo~opy ~qurvalences, thOn ~ - is a 
If · ·on~ map in each gf t~e pa~~s (f ,g), (f' ,g' ) . is a 
fibration, then j .~ ' , · al e -~omo~~PY equivalences.· 
(b) 
17. 
:Consequently, · ljl . is ~ .hbmot'~py, equivaleri,ce. · i . 
If ~th~ d~agram (L 1·2_, ) ·\ i s only· hoino't'opy commut~tive, .t hen · ·· 
. - \ 
. ·. . : 
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•' 18. 
CHAPTER II: APPLICATIO~S TO 'CW COMPLEXES 
We now surnrnari~e some basic ideas concermng CW complexes. Mor·e 
details can be obtained from [ 4] r [S.J.~ [7] and [9]. , 
A cei-l complex. X is a Hausdorff space which is a· (set theo~etic) 
. . 
disjoint union of subse~s e ~ailed cells>indexed by some set J, . ex . . 
for -each of Which there is a map <fl. :En + X for some ·n .::_ 0, where 
ex 
n is the dimension of_ e·a, such · tha.t: . , . ~ .. 
(1) - -~a_JEn...._ Sn-1 - is b~jeclive onto •a• _/ _ 
(2) ~ · (Sn-.l) meets only cells of dimension _Ies~ tli~n n. 
a . ' ·. . . 
Here .En· is the ~ubspace of Euclidean n':-sp~c~ ... R~ ·. c~nsi_s~ing o'f all 
~ ~. ~ ' 
-. . vectors x ·such that ··I xI ~ 1 .. and sn-l _· is its boundary· En. ·: · . 
... 




Th'e sub- I : · · · 
' l t • .. . ' (!(:, • 
The. map cp · is called .. the. characteristic map of e • 
a - · a 
tl I ' • .~ 
' • , \ : • I_ • '< • 
space _of · X ~onsist:ing of a)J. the cells \of , X whose . dimeilsio~ does 
~· ' . 
. . : . " ~ . /' -. \.. i· ' - ~ 
not exceed ·n ·is called then-skeleton of .X and is denoted by Xn. 
. . . . , n· . . 
If ~ >has no m-c~lls for · in > n, then X, = X · and we say that . X \ . . 
I . . . 
. has dimension n. A. cell. complex ·which consists· of a. finite number of 
. \ . . l ' 
-cells is called. a finite .'cell. c~ex . . A_.f_iirl.te c'ell..c~mplex is . 
~ clearly finite dimensional . 
. . I 
. ·. Lemma (2.1) For ea~J:t ex · E J . 
(1) n ·. . -. 4> (E ) = e , 
a . a 
(2) ea has the qu.otient ·topology ?e~ermi~ed b>r _<P ex,·. 
. _(3). ·":cjlex lEn~ Sn~l is ,.a h~meoni<,?rphism onto eex·· 
· . . 
lo 
I 
The closures e of the -cells e · · of X ._are. called the closed. cells : 
a a 
of . X. A"· uriion. ·s of . cells o_f a . cell · compl_€:'~ · .X- is ·called a ~- ·, 
the closed cell e. 
•' 
. ·. , 
.. · , 
. . ,\ 
.. · . ' 
'.• 
. ' r 




• • ft . 





. " .· 












. · .• ' 
,' • 
, . . 
19 • 
.. 
A map f:X + Y between cell complexes . is. called· cellular iff. 
f(xn) c yn for all n > 0. F nl th · 1 · f b 1 or examr e, e ~nc us~on·o a su comp e~ 
is a cellular D,lap·. 
~ .... "l:'• ·;C:..::.:r-_ ' ·~ • 
A cell com#.[ir;~is called.closure finite iff th~ closure of each 
0 ,;.J~l 
, '--' -~ 
cell of X. meet~fy finitelr many cells of ·x; . or - ~quivalently, 
iff the bo~dary of each n-cell of X . meets on1y finitely many .cells 
. " . 
of X of dimension less than n. A cel~ ·complex is ~said to have the, 
. . . 
weak topology iff;it has the weak top~logy' with respect ~o its .closed . 
, . 
'cells. .;A clOS'\ll"e .. fini:te cell complex w.i ~~ ·the weiuc · ~opolo?Y' . i ,s ' calleq 
·.a CW complex. " ·. · · , 
·. . 
.· Ja .. .' · . . ·, 
"· 
Lemina· (2. 2) 'A subco~plex . of. a CW complex is a' CW ·comp-lex tn the 
• - •• 0 • ' • • . 
induce;d topology. : · 
. . ' 
. ' . ~~ 
. ' • ' p 
X : Pis _.closed 'as ·a subspace · ~ Lennna .(2. 3) A s~co~}~x · of a CW co~lex 
.. 
. of X. 
Lennna (~ .• 4) . Evezy compact · subset of a CW . complex is contained 'iri a . 
. '. .· . . . il 




Let X. be a . topological. space and. J be any set. The·-disjoint 
. unioit ~£· copieS of . X . :ndexedb~ J, ~·~~~ed b! JIJ x ••. is ·~h~ 
. product space X x J> where J h._as ·t:he discrete topology. · Each. 
• ' t. - ' • ; ,. .. ' 
'. sUbsp.ace Xa ::. ·X. ·x,. {a} of X x·_' J )is ·a h~meomorphic <.!opy J!l ·X. 
. I! J · Xa has·· the we~· topo'logy with re~pe-~t . to the' ~~spaces · .. x · • 
. a . · • a 





. i . 
., . 
. - ~ . 









, . space X x .J/{x } ;x· r ··· 
' 0 
· Theorem (2.,5J . . A space X 'is. a cw. ~ompl'ex · iff th_e r e is a nested-
• . . ,. ' • .. 0 . ~ 
-.··. ~equence <?'f sub:ipaces .: ( . 
I ' , I • 'p • ' l ~ f ' • f 
I · • ·· • .. q, 
l , I ..,. ~. , t • -., 
f: •.. 
t •• ,, . . 
. .. 1', , . 
'. 
• " I I ' •, ' ~ . . 
. ' 
-:. ..... , 1 
.''/' . . . . . ' 
. ~ . . 
'I '' ' • ' 
, . ·'o 
i • 
I •'t , • f 
I 1 
-'_ ... 0 
'L ' ,, , 
c ' ,. · '1 








. n . 




. of X such ·.that:· 
r ... 
' . ' 
. '• 
.. ~ ' 
(1)' X~ is di~c~ete;.· 
· ' .. · (2) Xn is obt:ri-necf·from x~"' 1 -by a1;taching n41s; that is, 
_! 
.for sach n > 1 'there is· a ·push-out ~agram ; 
-.. ..·. . .. .. . 
· II n · xn 
- n E ·' 
... 
, • • \ < 
:~.. : 




. -. " 
·a£ J . · a 
II !~-1- . -. -L .. --.< . ' 
· · · • · · n . a . X. . . 'l' .. .. 
a E. J . ~ --
. . ' . . . . ' . . . ... : - .· 
_·:. ·. 'where . -ln ·c. J '. is ·the indexing set -fo~ .. the ~,;cells of '.X I 
. '\ . . . '~ ' .. " - "' . .~ ' . y :; ·~· Q . ;. • • • ·,. ' .. ' 
'• :. 
(3) · . ·x = · U ·xn and · x · has the weak ·"topology wi:th· r .espect ·. 11 -~ 9, . . - . ,I .- . . - \ · . • -n . . 
·. ·.to. the··;subspac~s. -:xn .•.. · .r " " ·· • •. • · ·. ·ij_ ~- ·: . . ;· 
-~·/:·. . . . . . ·. .·  ._,.~_·.. . , .· \ .: ._: 0 ·. - .'. . . . ~ . r . . ·- . -. .. . . -. 
g - • 1\;. . ' ' - lo • • ' • - ~ • • • "' ': • • ' • • , • • ' - · 
·. · .- , The : elements ~ of ·X:<· are the 0-cells of X . and ar.e called .vertices. . .. 
' .. " . ·. •' \~ I ' I . \ ' - . \. . . < 
' I ~ ' I • it '·! ' ' 
. \' -. . ' · ,. ·, '• . 
. ,I . 
.,.; ¥ ' , 




~ . . ~ ' 
. ·: 
. ,, 
1-0 ••• • \\ .. ,1:'\ 1 'L 
·, 
.~ . 
. \ ' . 
• .... ro o 
..· --' , • • ' , o .. L 
f:A +'Y· be a .celiular.map'into a CW compiex Y • . -Then .. the. adjtmction ·· 
. • ' • • . f . ' • • .. . . 
. . . .....--, 0 . 
spac.e .Y , Uf X · is .~ :cW compl,ex 'with n-skE:Heto~t yn Ufn X~~ whe·re .. 
£1' is t~~- ;es~.~cti~~ ~f · f -~o ,An._- ._,. ···- \ IT. ' ~. . . -!; ·' 
_. , 
. . -
Propqsition "(2. 7) 
,'. t 
· ~oi.nt and 
. . . . . I 
.Let_ X be a CW comple~with a vertex as 'base 
' ' 
- '. 
Then ~- (X,A) :-
I • 
cont.~ns ·.tl].e base pqi~i .. . . 
. . . ' . · .... · .· ~. ·, 
' 
... , . . 
. 
l~t · A · be a sub.co~p~~:ic ·of . X which 
. i ' . . : ~ \ . 
h~s . the .HEP • .. · 
•, . 
. · .... ' t: . 
~ < I • 
. . .. Theorem (i. 8) . . Let .· !':X .'+ y . ·be a ~ap between_ cw . complexes such.' that ' . 
. \ ' . ~ 
£lA . is ~elluiar, -~here A. is·. ·a subcomP,lex of X. · }hen· 'f .. is 
~"' ~ 
'· 
·· . . 
... . .. 
;\· ·.· I . 
. , 
: ~ 
: ~~· . ·. •. 
c. · :i 
honiotopic·_relative to : A to a· cellular· map~ ... 
. . · ~~ . ;, - .. · -;.; ·. . :: ·. - . ~ . . · ·. . ' . .. . :... . . . '(.. . . .. . ' ' ·. 
Corollary ·. (2.~)" · L~t' · f:X ·.~ Y· ':\·be ~ p'oiri.ted :map between :CW c~~lexes •. 




' l ~ I ~! 
' \. < 
' 1\ ' 
l . .. :\' . . 
\.';\ .. 
• ! , • 
•, \1 
. . \ . - . ' . . \ . . . . . . . .. , · ' 
·' 
1
• _. With Ve~tex bas'~ points~ .·Then\. f. iS homotopiC ' (re~ative ' ·tO the ~bas'e . 
_ ,J_ :po~nt Of x~ to _a POint. •d .:ce~lv;t , ·~a~; . ' ,'\,: . - · - ~ , .. • _ 
I . " I ·?1 .· I · " -. · . . '" "· · : . " , . . . I . . , 
.. 
i 
.. , ! 
. . 
: ..  ' , . 
'. .. -,, 
.,,,' ,I 
,. 
t' .. . 
! ., 
·"' 
.. , q". \ : 
.. 
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·: 
., 
. . ' 
' , ·\- · .. 
\ • ~ ~ ~ I 
n \. 
, \' ' 
,· . . . .. . 
' . 
,, 
. , ... . 
' 'I 
. . 
.: · , ' '/ 
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, I 
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and let \ f:A -+ Y 
• • I 
. ' ' 
. y. 
· Then the ·.adj\mction sp~ce .~Y _Uf •X has 'the homo~opy type of a 
I ' • • 
; r 0 o . .... , . ... ' 
tw· c;ompl~x . I 
~I 
• .. j 
' .. , , • ' ' ' I 
by. ;he. theorem,from.- propos~t.tdn (2. 7)-.:and ._ · :.., . 
• • .' ' •• • • I' 
Pro'bf . . The result. fo_ll~ws 
• : .. • • • • < 
corollary (1.12) 0 \ . 
.... ' ~ \ 
, ' , I ', . · :' 
x.· is p~~h connec.t'ed i£~ .x1 . is ·path .· . 
'. .· ' ' . " ' . 
. 
·corqilazy· (2.~1) 7 ~,!- cw_complex: 
' . . \. ' . 
cOnnected. · · · 6 ~ "· ·_ :. 
• .,1 " . 
. .''\. '', '~ \ I · ~ I o 
.\ ' :· . . . . .·:·.1. ' ~. ~--... ~ ' ' ' ·' ~ ! ' . ,''. 
· .\ ' 
' 0 
. " 
\n : . ~u .. 
. I . 
... 
,· 
. .'·. .P.roof. s~p~se' . x· ~s'·p.ath c1o~?~c.ted and let : ~:1·: x . ·. ~e ·•a i ~a~~· ~n · 
· · ..... ·:.. ..~ ·:;fr~l!l a · pof~t_. ·.( . :1:~ :~ .. ~~i~t~ · · ~~· . ~~.ere . ·~~~·~- X.1 ~ qi~e · ~ . ·.· t,J\~ ·. · .. 
• ·~ .. .. 0 • I 0 ' \) I • I • 
. ,• . \ . 
0 ' ' • • 
. ' 
··' · " 
' . ,, " 
,t 0 lo 









' . . 
. , 
. I 
\'· ' ~ \ 
. \ 
\ .. ' • 
... 
. 
• ' ~ • • < .. • • 
--.. ~ 
" ·, 0 · ... ~ . : 




·{ t ., , : •r, > 
.. . ·.Le~J' ;(~:12} . I£. 'X_ is a CW ~om~l-ex, ~e~:, the_ path contp~nents of· 'X. ': .· 
I \ " , I • ' ' 
1 
• ! ' f , I 
, _are·~ . · . ~o~pl~xes .·· ·.If ,x ·· ls. ~onnected, ·t~~~ it i~ path· connected. 
. \ " l' . ' ' •' \' - . ' ' . . .. - "' 
. :·. : : .:·· . . ~ . :· . . · . ' · . . ' . . .t . . ·· . .. ··.:: . . . ·: . . r-· ., .. .' ·.-' .. 
... Pr·oof, : ,Let P 1?~ a path · compo~en.t. of :X ·.and let e . ~e a 'cell . of· X 
. whic~ . .'1~ ~OJ!tain'ed~ P .• · Sin'c;e. each/ po~~t of e·.:,i~ ' conn:~t~~ \y; lh} 
: .~ pith to -·a:.point:·j.n e_, . w·~ · hav~·;:.e c: /P.·· .. denc.e ,. ·. · ~ <Qi~· .a ~UbS;olnPlex of · 
~ . ' • ~ • .. ," '. • : .. '· I ~ , • ~ ; . ' • • • • ' • • I·' .!. : • • •• Q. • .. •. ·~ • ~ .. 
~ . :t. ~e 'P!i:th: .component~. of _.x · form f family of_ disjoin,t · s~Ubcolnple'xes 
' ' ,. •l , •" r •i • . ~~ ' • • ' I ' ' ~ I ' • ," ' ' t ' 0 ;J • ,.• .- ' !" ' 
w~ose.· lin~_on" is : _X, .If· X · is no~ path ·c()~ected~r the.n ther~ 'Js more ,o 
' i ... - l . . ·, '' ' .. ' .. · . .._ • 
• . - •• 0. J • • ' • • ~ ' 1 • • • . ' than ·~~~ patl\ ·co.mp?nent. By selec_trng · ~re ·and tald~g .·,the ~-ont:o;f'j\the . ~.: · 
. :. : . Qbvi~~ .' 'fe,llul:ar : ·~t~u~tur: . of: two ·9-cells and. on~ .l~c.&~l; . Th.~n _£ ' : . . , 
• ' •••.. · .' " I ' · J' ; . ,, ; : ' •. .... . '·. : . • - 0 '. ' ' I . ~ . - ' ' . - ' 
· · ·_. is·:;ho~otopic ·.r~i ~ . { o·, 1} · -~o·: a . p~th'. in · X 1 i· · ~r~~ ~ .t6' .~ ' .. · · .. . i '·. · , -· "' · 
I f - •• ' • • • • I ,\ ' . . , . ~., ' 
:· · Coirv:~is~iy·:, . :stippose. :that: .· ·xi : is· path ·co~e~ted~ . .. ~y;· ~ap · • ·+ x .. · 
' · ,: 0 0 o ' ' { ")I ', l f Q. g Go 
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" ···. 
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• . . 
. •• . o . • . ~ ; ........... '""" . .0 . t: .. . . .. . . · ~ · : : , a, . : · ~ "~ ... 
·:·:: .. , ·.; J ;remai,nd~r, X c~n. ~~- exPress~~ - .as the $ion of two.: disjoint ·Subcomp.l~xe~ . =:. 
'; ·'· ' e~~-~ ·o:f' whi:ch-· i~ ~1~t~sed ;sub~pa~~ ·~f : ).q, ·. . . · .. ' ' . ., ' ' ... . · ·• ' , : . ... ~ . I ' · 
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I • I ,' 
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t • : j( ~ ·? 
' ' ' ·, 0/ .·~ 
·-! ; 
.. 
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• ,, ' I 
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1 ~~ ,· I 
y' -':;. '.' \1. 
'• 
" : , 
' • .'. 
. : 
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0 •• I : I 'Q 
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' 'il \, ' 
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From corollary (2.11) and lemma~(2.12) we obtain the following 




(1) 't. is connected ; 
' (2) X is pat~-connected ; 
(3) x.l is J;>ath-conne.cted . 
..; 
A topological space X is called n-conn;~ted iff every map si + X, 
~ • • < • t: • , ·Ei + 1 1 _ .n uas a cont1I]-uous extens1on over . Thus X is 0-connected 
~ iff X is path connected. A !-connected space is also called 
• 
simply connec~ed. 
A one dimensional CW ~omplex is called a graph anq a simply 
""' connected graph is called a tree. 
A graph is a tree iff it is conlractible. 
" ' L:emma (2.14) 
PII'oof Since a 'contractible'. space is obv-iously simply connected, a 
0 . • 
, cont~actible graph is a tree. Conversely, let X be a tree and let 
x
0 
be a point of X. We define a homotopy 
' 
of X to the constant map of X o·nto x • 
" 
there is a path v from each vertex v of X 
I , 
F from the iftentity map 
Since S is path connected 
to We define F 
on :v lx 1 by F(v, t) = v(tj .· For each 1-cell el of X, F is 
. ) . . ... 
now defined on the subset ~ x {O,l} • f e X I of el ' x I. Since X 
is .simply connected we c~m extend F · over el x I. Thus we obtain a 
· }. function F:X x 1:· + X whose restriction to el x I · is continuous for 
eac}l 1-~ell el oF X. To see that F is continuous., consider the 
corresponding function X + PX ~hich is continuous by vir~ue of tne 
~I " 
fact that ~ has the weak topology wit~ tespect to its closed cells· ~ 
. .. 
The set of trels cfuntained in a graph X is part~allr.- ordered 




. .. .. 
Lemma (2. 15) Let ·x be a connected graph. 'Then X corltains a 
maximal tree and any maximal tree contains all the vertices of X. 
Proof Let L ·_be\ linearly , or4ered set of trees i\ X 
T is clearly a subcomplex of X. 'We how 
':..> • \ 
and let 
that 
T is a tree. Let f be a map .. Si -+ T where'• i = · 0 or 1. Since: 
f(Si) is compact, it is contained in a finite subcompi.ex _'F of .T. 
Then F can intersect only finitely many distinct elements 
n 
23. 
T 1 , T 2 , ~ • • T n of L since L is linearly ol'dered. 
u Then T = . 1 T. J= 1 
is a tree in L and we have f(Si) c F c:: T. Since T is ·a. tree,-
the map f:Si -+ T c T has' an. extension over, Ei+l .. This· shows .. that 
' . T Is simply connected and is there~ore a tree. 
. . 
~ 
I't n'ow foJlows py 
Zorn Is Lemma that X contain~ . a maximal tree. 
Let T be a maximal tree in X and suppose that. tliere is, a vertex, 
v ·of X wbich ~ in T. Then there." is a path in X from ' .v · to 
some verte~ of ;, . L~t, v1. and v2 be the last vertex outside T 
I ' 
and the first vertex inside T intersected by thi s path. 
' . 
Then there 
isal-cell eio,fX·suchthat ~l={v1 ,v2 }. Let T1 =TV· e 1• 
Then T is a deformation retract in · T 
1 
and so T 
1 
is contractible. 
Thus T 1 is a tree strictly larger than 
.maximali ty of~ T. 
0 
T. contradicting the 
~ 
Proposition (2.16) Every connected graph is ho~otopically equivalent 
I 
to a wedge of 1-spheres . 
. - , -
' . 
Proof Let X be a connected graph' and let · T be a ~aximal tree 
in X. Take a vertex in T as b,ase point. Since T contains . every 
vertex of. X it follows that X/1 i~ homeomqrphi~ to a wedge of 






















In the following we identify sn wit}l the quotient space En/en· 
We .denote the class in Sn containi~_g x E En by [x] and if 
! 0 
lx I'= 1 we write [x] = 0 ~ Sn. We form the space Sn v I with th.e 
base, point of the unit Interval I = [ 0,1] taken as 0. 
It is clear .that the inclusion Sn + ~n v I is a homotopy 
equiva.lence,but we wish .to make u.Se of a different homo~opy _equiva1enc~.'~ 
. . ·Chan~e the base foint of Sn 'v I· to 1 ~· I and define . h:Sn + Sn v I 
.·· by 





0 ~ l·xl ~ 1/2 
.1/2 ~ lxJ 2. 1 
so that h pulls a portion of the "balloon" Sn down the "string" I. 
Let k :Sn v I -+ Sn be the ·projection given by 
k[x] = [x] 
k(U) = 0 u E I 
I 
· h and k are. both pointed maps with respect to the new b~e point for n 
' ' 
Lemma . (2;)7) h is a homotopy equivalence with homotopy inverse k. 
. 
Proof hk:Sn v I -+ Sn v I is given by 
• 
I 
hk[x] ~ h[~] 
hk (u) . = 1 
' 


















. I " 
F([x],t) = 
·J [ /~ tl o ~ ~xl ~ 1 - 1/2 t • 
·l 2 lx I - 2 + t , 1 - 1 I 2 t < lx I ~ 1 
F(u, t) = u + t - ut 
Then F is a homotopy from 15n v I to hk. 
kh:Sn+ Sn is given by 
kh[x] 
-' 
~)_ . { [2.x
0
],, _ o ~ I xl ~ 1/2 
1/2 ~ lxl ~ 1 
Define G:Sn X I + sn 
. 
'by 
0 < l;cl ~- 1 
-
G ([x], t) = 
1/i t , {f/~t]. 
' o, 1' - 1/2 t < lxl ~ 1 
-
Then G is a homotopy from lsn to kh. 
'. · Identi:~ying En with ~csn-:-1 ; the cone of n-1 s .. , we define 
- n n h:E + E v I by 
{ 
[[2x], u], 
h[[x], u] = · 
· 2lxl - 1, 
and k:En v I + En by_ 
I • 
k[[x], v] = [h[x], v] 
k(u). = 0 
o4:: lxl~I/2 
1/2 ~ lxl < 1 
.... 
. , 
Here ~he· b~e· point of En v I · is the point 1 E I.· h and k 
. . 
are extensio~s of the maps ·h -an~ k ·defined previously. 
Lemma (2.18) '(h,h) is a homotopy- equiva_1ence of pairs 
· · n h-1 n n-1 (E , S ) , +. (E · y I., S . v I) 
wit~ homotopy inverse (k,k). 
- l 
' . ' 
• n • 
Proof It ·i's obvious how to clefine extensions of the homotopies 
... 
-1' • 






















F and G of the pr~vious lemma so as to: provide homotopies F 
from 1 to hk and En v I to kh. •J 
Theorem (2.19) . If X is a connected CW complex with a vertex as 
b~se point, . then for each integer n > 2 there is a poi'nted 'map 
I I ' \ V ) n-1· n-1 , n . ~: a E Jn Sa -+- X , wlie.re J is the indexing set 'for the n-cells 
. n 
'of X, and a horno.topy equivalence A:C~ -+- X such _J:hat ~he diagram 
r 
~ n-1 · · . --.---,-~) · x c ) c~ 
~) . ·, 
. 
is commutative. · 
Proof · We hav~ a push-out di~gram 
__,.II . -~ 
a e.Jn 
J ·: 
~ · n-1 a~ Jn . S 
-----+X~ \. l 
----~ xn-1 
in' which the vertical maps are inclus1ons and f ~-is the attaching 
map of the n- cells of X. 
For each a e jn let 
' . 
• 
l>e the relative homotopy equivalence of lemma (2.18-). 
Let 
.n = Vh VsJ!-1 1V (Sn-l v I) a a a 
\Jh ·vEn . ' c and n = V (En v I)a, \>. a a 
eVEn . Vsn- 11 " Vc~n-1 Then · (n, n) V ·n ! ( (E v I) ., v I) ) a' . a a ' a 
is a homotopy equivalence of P,airs • 
p 
. .. 
' n-1 Since X: is con~~cted; X . .· is path 
" . I 
connected and for each 













UJ}der f to the base point ,of X. These paths together with the 
. I 
map .f define in an obvious way a· map 
V n-1 g: (S v I) 
a 
xn-1 ·/ 
and it is clear that the push-out space of· the system~ 
VcEn v . I) a~ Vc~n- 1 v I)a~ xn-l 
n is h.6meomorphi c to X • 
,, 
-Let ~ = gTJ :Vsn-l + Cl xn:..l. ' Then .' $ a . is base poin_t pres~rving 
a~d "!e have ~ ~.ominutati ve ~iagrain 
VEn .. ': · Vsn~l ·---$--~xn-1 
27. 
' i"'~ · ._ 
· ..,.: 
. a ~ ~ . a . 
_·n. ~ . . ' nl . -. 
. 
r 
. in. which the · push~out· space of the top row is homeomorphic ·to· C cfl' 
• 0 
It ,...i~ _clear that the . two inclusions are cofibrations since, for 
example, they .are inclusions of subconqHexes of CW .complexes. Since 
; - ' ' 
. ' 
t~e three _vertical maps are homotopy equiv9-lences, it follows by . 
. 
theorem. (1.11) !.hat they induce~- homotopy ~quivalence A.:C~ + Xn with 
the desired properties~ 
~ . ' We,sha,lt:· say that a CW comple·x · X has pointed attaching maps if 
.., 
it has a .sfngle vertex which is taken as .'the base point and for each 
I . . 
n i> 1 there :is a push-out diagram 
V En n a 
Cl EJ J 
v 
a EJn 
of poin.ted maps. 
n-1 s . 
il 
j, 
----~ n:..-} . 
.X 
Theorem (2 .. 20) Every finite 'dimensional _COJ1ne~ted cw complex -x is .. 








•. ... 28. 
.. 
Proof The !-skeleton of X is a connected graph and as such is 
honlotopically equivalent to a wedge ~f spberes which we· ~.ake as the 
!-skeleton Xi of X. Let A1 :Xl ~ X' bf} a homotopy eq:U:"alence • 
. ~-1 Now sup:{>O~e that we have constructed the (n-1)-skeleton X 
- ·· -n-1 n-1 
of X and have · a hom~_topy equivalence "n-l :~- _ ~X with .a. 
. . ·· · n-1 -n-1 homotopy mverse l1 1 :X. ·+ X From the proof of theorem (2 ~ 19) • n-
we s _ee~that there is a homotopy comrnutati ve diagram 
. ~<.-----....., v sn- ·1 
· .. nl 
Jln-1 <P . ----~xn-1 . 
' ~ , ~ ' - l:n.~ 1 
VcEn y_ I) ·. t-< -.,;-:--___.__ ~..., Vcsn-.1 . v · I)_ ---·-.~~ x~~~ 
in whicp·· .. the 'three vert'ical. -maps . are h~motoi>Y. .. ' ~ui valen~es. . Th~ . push-
! ' • • • • • • ~ . ' : 
out space of t~e -· bott6m _;o~ is homeom~rphic to -· ~n .. and :·we 'let : ·xn be 
. ~ . .. 
~, . . . .  
the push-out space of the . tpp row. · Since the ··two indus ions are 
• ·, 'I' . 
cofibrations, . it fo-llows by' ~heoreni D ,; l·l) . t~at 'tht=:r.e 'is· a homo!oPl 
equivalenc~ .,.. :Xn :_.. Xn. It is · clear, therefore, that-'·the theorem 
. : n _ 
follows by induction. 
. ' 
I 
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· CHAPTER . II I': . SOME EXACT. SEQUENCES. 
Let • X and Y be two. based spaces. The set [X,_Y-1 9o£ homotopy of maps from X to Y has· a distinguislied, element given by: the class 
. / I 
the_ constant map; in fact [, ] is a bifunctor with values in the 
. ~~~egc::>n of pointed sets • 




.· . ·... ·, If X is. a suspension, say X = SX' , then [sx·• , Y] has a natural · 
... ' • q • .> v . 
... \ I I ' ' • 
. g~oyP· · structure given· by 'the "pinc:h ll)ap" SX' + sx I v s~ • 
"!· 
. , 
with :ldenti ty 
.~Ument given by .the class .. of the co~stant ~ap. · _If Y . is .' a· l~op s~ace, · 
~ · 
· ~ay .Y .:= OY' ;- then ~- .rx,nv•] .· ha:> ~ (~atural gr~up · struct~~- -~ive~ .by'-!he . 
. . . 
map: · _nY' .x ~,nY' + 'OY' . corresponding to addition of lo~,>ps : 'If~ X =. ~sx • ..
. ·. . !. , . . . . . . . . ..;· . .. . . . '· . . . . . 
.and ·· Y ·= OY';. t~en .. .. the ·two gro~ ·_structure~ ~n . : [sx• ;nY'] . cc;>inc1de apd 
q ~~ • ' ~ : • ' • • • ' • :- ~ . • - ' ~ ' 
· .. : the group. structure i~ ne~essirily abelian. - ~. . . .. 
' I 
. . . . . "' .. . 
s·-and ·il· 
- J 
. , I . . ' 
considered· as fwictor~ from the homotopy category of based 
I I' o ' 0 ' ' • ' 4 f • • I ....., 
space,s to its·e·u, · are adjoint. ·The adjtinc;tion :i,somorphism' [SX_, Y] = [X,OY] 
• ' " f ' • 
is· actually . . a group i~~rnorphism. We write 1T [X, Y] :; [STIX,YJ = ~ [Sn-lx~oY] 
'- . . . n . . 
1 • • '- · • · • • n · - o · · · · · · 
= .• ·: = [x,nlly]~ tn particular nn(X) .= .. ·[S ,X] = .. 1Tn[S ,X] is the nth 
. -}iomotopy grotip of ·x. , if·: rr ~ 1~ ~d the set o'£ path ·.COID:ponents of X 
.. , . ·. . I . - ·. 
if n = 0. 
~et (X __ ,A) . pe ~ p·~r l>f basea spaces . . with · A c ·x and let i :A -+- X 
\. ' 
· ,' • 
1 be tl].e in~lusion. We may -identify Ei . .-..~tlith the·_ ·_space' of p'aths in X · 
' . • f . 
. ·which start·· in: A an4 :end at the base pqint;, whicl) .we denote ~Y · E(X;A). 
. . , { .; " .. . :... , . . ' . '. 
The nth relative .homotoPY group n (X,A) · of the pair (~,A), · n ~ ?, 
. !· ---.. . - .· . . ._.., . n . , . . . 
, i(\the &!oup irn-i (B_(X,A) ~. 1Tn (X~A) has im obvi_ous interp-retation by 
I . 
. •. ... I 
means · of ma_p/ (En.,Sri-l) . + . (~~A).· · More gene~a-lly~: ·the nth hom?~opy group 
•. 
· - ,• 
. . . 
' " . 
', ·.·•· 
. ~. 
''; _1 :, . : : :I 
•I 
'ITn (f) ·: of · a map ·. f:X ~. ·~ , .. ·.n ~ 2,· · is the· .group 1T~_ 1 _(Ef). 
' ot~ t . •, t • 
. ..:. 
0 ·• i:...., • • · . .. ' 
. . ... 
. . 
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· ·!. •. 
'· 
. . ' 
. ' 
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. 30 •. 
Proposition (3.1) A sequence 
f i 
X~ Y~C£) 
where i is the inclusi~n, induces. an exact sequence 
for each. space B • 
Proof The ·map ~:X x I ~ Cf g~ven · by F(x, t) = J~, t] i$ a homot:opy · 
fr~m: if to the_ 'co~tant ~ap . X . ~ Cf" . Hence . f*i* =. 0. Let g _be a 
.. · . • . , •. I . ·. - . 
~ap . Y -+.B . • such that · [ g] c:, ker f*. Then the:e is a homot~py · G: X x I · --+ · B 
· . 
from gf to the constant .map X ..,.. ·s:. D~fine h :Cf--+ "B .. by 1i[x~t1 = 
\ 
.. " . 
'· 
~ 








where - p is the projection (x,w) ._..x, induces ;m exact sequence_· . 
for · each space A. 
Proof T_he ma_p ~:Ef x I -+. Y . giv:ert by F(x,w, t) = w(t:) iS a homotopy 
' from ·:fp . ~o the· constant·. map Ef :-+' Y. .H.ence - f•P• ;., 0; Let · g be a 
map A-+ X .. such'that [g] 6 ker £ •. ·Then the~e .. is a homotopy 
. . . ' . ... 
G:A X: I' -+'Y from fg .· to tp~ constant map A--+ Y. _'. Define· cfl:~ . ..,..· EY 
by ~ (~l(t) };·G(~,t) ~d li:A + E ·· . by 'h(a) = (g(a}, 4>(a))-. · J'hen 
. . .f ' 




. Proposition .. {3. 2~, For_. each map f:X + Y th~l"e is a · homotopy conunutati ve 
· diagram II . 
.. 
' ~ ' " 
. '
., 












'· . t: . 
. 
. ~ .. . 
~ . . . . 
.. . 
-· . 




h X ' f . y ,i cf j c. c. ]. J . 
~ 1 1 Sf (~.3) 
sx SY 
•Q 
in which i,j andj
1 
are theinclusions, pis the projection an·d 
the vertical maps are homotopy equi VAJ.len_ces. 
Proof . . We•may regard Ci . ....n' to be the quotient space of ex v CY obta~ned 
by id~ntifying ' [x~O] ~.ex with [f(x) ,0] .e CY for· all X & X. Since 
Q •' I 
II' • ' • ·,_, 
i is a cof~bration, . the.-proje.ction·· q:Gi' -+- SX ·_given b}'l _· ·:q[x,u] 
> 'lx~uL q[y.,v]·= .* is .~ _homotopy equiv~le.n~e . Clearly. qj ' ~· -p. 
. .. ~· 
' c ' , 
Let · p1 be t~e p~_ojection . Ci.-+ SY given b_y "p1 [x.,_u~ = -'*, 
. .. ' 
p
1
[y,v] = [y~v]. Repla<;ing f · _by " i in the .. previo~ · arguntent we see .. 
that there is a homotopy eqirl.valen~e . q1 :~j -+ SY sn_ch tha,t q1 j 1 = p1 ! 
For· each space A there is a natural 4,omeomorphis~ d A-:<SA + SA 
given by crA~a,u] = [a, 1 - u]. _ I£ g ·is a map into· SA we 'write ( '; 
-/ 
1. . -g = a g and· if h · is ··a map from .. SA, we write _-h = haA. To complete 
.. A 
the pro~;f of the··:proposition, we show that -Sf _o q "' p1·• Then we can· 
. 
take . q ~ci_ -+ sx. and -q1 :Cj -+ SY 
diagram (3.3). 
to be the .yertical maps in the 
' . .:. 
We have (-Sf o q) [x,u] "' [f(x), l u] 
. and -c-sf."~._q)[y,v} ::= - ;* 
Define F:C. x I -+ SY by 
• 1. ' 
F([x,u],t).:;: [f(x), (t'- u)(l - - t)] -
-F([y,v],t) = [y, ! _vt_+ 1 ·- t] . 
Then • F 
. , 
i_s a · homotopy from .· -Sf o: q _ to p •. 
1 '" \ 
</ • 
' 
· Proposition (3.2') for each m~p f:X + ,Y ,there is a homotopy :_commutative· 
\i . . ' 













.... '."'I . 
. \ l ·. •. 
,. •, . 
,, 
32 • 
. ·~··/' . ql. , • - f 
Ep • -~· '·"~~ : p X f y E !Jt ~· q 
I ~ ;T / (3.3') OF 
nx ~ GY 
in which ~, q and q1 are the projections, i is the in'clusion and 
the vertical maps are homo.topy equi v:alences. 




(w,&.) such that fcr (0.) = '-til (0). Since p is ,a fibration, the 
• ( a 0 ' 
inclusion. j :nY ·7 E · given· b_y j_ (w) ·= (w, *) is a homotopy equi val.ence 
. p 
and we ha:ve qj = i. 
. . . 
Let i~ . ·_be the. in~lusion nx + ·Ep given by i 1 (a) = (*,a)~ 
.. ~ ' ~ . . . . . . 
• . . • • 4 . • • . ... .. 
Replac1.ng f by p 1n ·the .preVlDUS argument, w.e s.e~ that there is a 
c ~ • ~ ; • ' - ; ' t • ... . . / 
homotopy equivalence J 1 : rl~ + . Eq .- .~uch tha:t q 1 j 1 = i 1• 
· For each space ··.A there is. a natura.l home?morphism p A: M ~ nA • 
given by pA (w) = -w. If g is a map into · M, ·we write . -g = p Ag 
and if h is a .J11ap from nA. we write -h.= hpA ... .. To .comp~ete. the proof 
of ,this prop'osi tiori we ~how that j c~n£) C! 'i 1. Then we\ can t~)<e . 
j : nv + E and - j 1 : nx · + E p . . q to. be · the verticaf maps in ~iag;ram (3. 3_~1· 
We have j (-nf)(q) =(-fa·,*.). Define ll:nX'x .I-+ EY' by· ll{cr,t)(u) = 
' 
.· 
· · fcr ( (1 - · u) (1 -: .. t)) .. arid ":nx x ~I + · ~x ·b~. ·"(a •. t) (~) = cr (1 ·_ t + ut) . . . · · 
Then F:nx xI+ Ep giv~n by F(a,t) = (lJ(cr,t), v(cr,t)) 
from j (-~£) ·.to · i.i . .. 
is a homotopy·· ·. 
. . . 
.. 
. . ~ 
Proof c5 f is "t:h~ quotient :,spac~ of :csx v 
• • ' I . ' , ' _.,. : ' 





SY obtained by identifying 
. . I. . 
X ~. X, while sc " f 
. ' .. 
.. is .the quotient -space of . . S(CX v. .Y) : = sex .v SY •obtained PY identifying' 
. ·i ' 
[x .~ O,v]' E SCX with '. [f(J!:),V] 6 . sy· for all 
.I ' . . . ' ' 
I . '
X ' X-, v & l. ·we may 
\ • 











.· . . 
"" ... . 
. I 
~·,:, .... ,.' : · :~· I ' ' I 
·~ ' • !'· 


















Lelllllia ( 3. ·4''·) 
~ 
OE · = E' 
'f Of. 
'· 
, . " . 
Proof EO£ is the s.ups.pace ·of . SiX x Efl~~ COil,Sisting of Ptlirs. (a ~J.t) 
, · • • ' • 1 ' . ' 
.where ·ll .is a map 12. + Y · s~ch :tJt.at ~ C9 ,:-)_ = ·fa, ~ (1, t) · = ·Y ~ · ''for' · all 
I • • • ... -~ J . •. . I .. ' 
t • . I and·. A.( 5 ·,»). = . ~ ).. (s , 1) = y 0 for ·all 5 ~~ _ I. ~ . . ' . . . 
t ' ~ 
-. 





OEf ~s ~~e sub5p~ce of .'n ex' ~ EY.) .= nx X . nEY consisti_ng' ~£ J.?a!rs .· (cr .. v) 
. ' 
where 
.. . ' ' 
s~ch._t~at ~s-;0) ·= ·fa,- tJ(s·.;l)_= y0 ·.for all \1 . is a map· . I 2 '... Y , : . ' · ' . 
and p(O,t) · = J.t(l,t) =Yo for ~11 . t E I. · It ·is · clear~ that we 
can identify the .two spaces ~ ·: ' . 
. 
... Theorem (3.6•) . . For ,each map, 'f:X..::. Y and· ~~ch .. sp~ce A there i~ an . 
o I ' ' • • • ' o ' ' 
infinite . exact- sequence 
. . 
. . . " f . . ' i - .. p. ' f. 
tr -~  rrn[A,X] ~ 1fn[A,Y] ·~ 1Tn-l[~:'Ef] .. ~ 1Tn-l[A~-~] ~ 1Tn-l[~,Y] ··~ 
















· ·, .·. . -- [A X.] f* · . '[A. Y]·~- ; . . {3,/.,7 1 ) · . 
. . ~ . 1T q , . . ~' 'IT 0 . ·' •. • . . . • 
0 
Proof• . It is clear . f~om prop!Jsit~ons (3. ~I) and . (3.2~.) that there. is· 
. . 
an exact sequence ' . 
• 0 
: 
. f ' . "; ' ... ' f . 
* ' . 1* ' ' .. .· p.,. *' '• ' . [A,DX] ____. . JA_,nY) ~ [A,Ef} ~ [A,X] --4 [A, Y] 
,, 
• " 
,_ .. ·' 
,. I 
by . flf ·and 'identi!yi.ng , OEf 
.. 
: .Repla.c~ng . f 
• . .. ~i t.h .. 'En f . .' we . obtain ~he .. ·.' 
' ' ' t 
. exact· sequence • ' . ' . ' ·'· 
' ~ - ,, 
... 
. . 1,. :. 1 . '' • 
'•.\ . . .. 
_· .. ·-.. ·. ,. 
' ;.: \ .· . .; ' ' . ' ~ ' ' • ' I 
. " · . . ·. - I . ,h • . 
,jl ' ' 
'. ~~ ' ' ' ' . ' ' . . .' . ' ' " 





.. ,"' . : ' ' 
·,, 
. ' 
' • . 
.. · . 
_, 
.. ' 
. f* i* p,.; -f* · .. 
[A .. ~2X] ~ [A,n?Y] .~ [A,~E£] ~ [~_.OX]~ [A,OY] 
.t. · 
··~ ~ 
Iterating this procedure yields the desired 'long · exadt s~u~nce. 
In: part:i cular, ·r- for -~y map · f: X + Y we have an exac1! sequence _ 
~ :rrn (X) ---? 1Tn'(Y) ~ '~~'n (f).~ lTn-1 (X) ••• 
' ~ 
For ea~~ map 













' . ' 
.. : 
, I • 
i • 
• . 
. . . . ·n 
' .. ' 
. .. 
· · . .infinite -e.xact s~l,lence 
f:X -+ Y · and· each ·space B 
~ - · 
.. '· 
. ' 
~ ' .. ' 
;: . : 





· .. . 
'. 
. . ,• 
.. , ' 




lo . .. 
. :. 




' ' . 
' 




• ' ., ' It 'i 
- ·· ' . f* . . . ' 'p* ' -·' ' 1 * . ' f* . . '• -
if ' [Y·;B]---:-+ 1r [X,B]~ :rr . 1[c·f .. ·,B] ~ n 1['l,B] ~'It 1[X,B] .. ~. · ",, -~ n . .n . . . . . . n:- p- · · n-. · · · 
·- . . .. 
' ('3. 7) ' ; . 
' -- . I ' • 
. Coroll!:ry (3~8') If · f:X-+ "j is a . fi}?tation~lith fibre . F,· them for ·· 
e~~~ .·sp~ce A 
. . . ~ . 
'. 
t~ere: _is an inffnl: te'l· ex~c.t ~equence . 
. -~ . 
.. 
". I , 
.. 
·. 
0 ~ ... 0 
[A,Y]. 
.. . 
· where i* i~ .. iriciu_c~c:I .b~: the inclusion F +. X and -r is the c~mp.osi ti on ·. · .. 
: : . ; ·, ·. ' .'. .. I . . .. Q , ' , ... 
I - .. · 
\~· . 
' " . · ~· i. . . 
; 
·-. - :\. . . , ~ 
: in which the £:irst ~~P ·is .. induced by :the .. in~iilsion o·y .... ·. E~ an.d _.t~e 
' 
second map i;s' th~ .i~~ei-se of t~e is om. orphis~ induced by the)~clusl~n: ·-
1 · 
Fi ~Er 
. ,.., . . . 
,I i ' 








. ' • 
. " 
. ' . 
. . .. 
0 • i 
. ' 
:. "(. ;· · - ·· c~~~llary : (3. ~) . If · f:X + "y . .,is . .. a co~ibr~tion wi. th cofibt~ Ci: =. Y_/ f(X) ~- · . ., 
- ' . · · t~en f;,; ~ach 'sp~~e . - B tt~re · is ail infinitE exact : seq~e~ce ! -1 , _ .\ . : ' : , ' 
!; ' ... ' ( I' '' ' ' I 
,o • .. 
': ' 
I I '•, I • • l • • ' • • : ~ ' I ; • • .I 
1 I ' • ' .. ,, · '1 : i f .. 
.... ·' v• AI ~~ : ' ; ,• • ' · ~ • < 1 \ •' ' 
· , . , ., • . • ,!'.::. :.; .;:,_ •• :.·.·. · • • ·.• o . . '· "· 
· . .......... . - ~. ,l ' .. • .. -. 
: :.;,, ', \ I ' f ' \ " \: I I ' ' : ~. ', :· 
• 'I . 
. -. ' • 
..... .' .. . 
', .. ' 
. ... 
" · 




' ·~~ I I+. I '', .••,·:~ ' 
' 'j . .\' I . 
j • ' .. r,.. ":; ,: I 
· .: · . .: .• .. ' : •... : . .i:1 .. · .·- · . ·1\ ••. I · . . . 
.., 
' , ' ' 
• 1' , 
. , .. 
" a 
1\ 
I ' ~ . 
. . 
' '> ' 
·: 




· .. '\. 
' ':1 ~ 
.' · 
' ' Q '( ' 








\\ · . 
r . 
r 
. \. . 






: ' •l, 











. ~ . 




n· [Y, B] ~. 1r [X,B] • ~ 1r . •1tc,B] ~ 'IT.' 1[\',BJ ~ ' tr ~[~,B] · ... n . · n _. n- I • • n- • n-r 
" . . . . . ' . . . , 
) 
' 
~ • I > ~ 1r :[Y,Bl-+ . 1T [X,B). 
• 0 ' . 0 I . 
. & 
. . 
Now suppose we. have maps . 
q' 
. ' 
X f Ji '{ g ~ ~ i . 
.-:> . 
' 
. , .. ,. !, l . ' . . 
·The commut.a ti ve ·eli 'a gram · 
·\··~· r. · . . · ~ · 








, . . 
, : .• . x 1 ·j :. :/ f, : .y 
1 ' - I • , II ) ' • • 
I 
.'· • . I , 
~ .. ! 
'>!' :. - : fl .1 hl'.' .. : . ' ~ }g -. 
: I ':, . . I . . . . . . ' 1· I . . • , 
. I \ I . 1\ ' p : •• • : • • • • L '·l 
-1. ~ · . . '... -·- · · .. ·_ 'f · __ .,.. Z ' ) .' Z · . 
' '! g 1 ... .. ;' '; ··: ·." 
. L ; . ~ ~ , .. , .. , . c 
r-3-se to -a:. .sequence P • 
o } ' ' I 
, . I'· 
.. 
:! I I • • ' . ', 
· 1 , c · .. f ~ . ~ ; ~ ·. 111 ·. -. ."c ·· 
- .~-:. · . f ·r· .-n - · · g 
. ,. 
.. ' . . . . 




. ~~ . - - ..... . 
· " 
. ' . .: . . ;' : . ., ·. ' ' ~ . ! . . .. ~ . . . .. . t 
. ~her~:/ <P . ,. ~s induced· by_ ~he .Pfir .(i,g) ·.( ~d : 1jl by the. pair (f,l) • . 
q6nsi4er. th~ mapping · c.on~ sequ~n~e · ·'· 
; . • I q_ 
·:i ' .. .!. • i' '. ~ -i ... . l 
1 ·"" · c· . '+' ·: ,. c · · c 
. ·.. t . , . f . . . : . . h 'I 4> ,-
'j r .· 
j . 
.· 
· ~ . ,· 
I ,'. 
· . _,....., 
I , • I ' 
' 
' ! • I ', ,: "'' ,., 
·,1 ;'. ' 











....... · . 
•,' 
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' ' I ' 
' ·.· 
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• I " 
. ' ~ 











With this identification the inclusion i:~ + C$ is given by 
' 
i (X , u'] = (X , U , 0] 
i (z) · = 7. 
Let j ' be the inclusion 
j[y, v] = [y, v] 
·' . 
r • .o j (z) = i ' 
r 
Proposition (3 •• 11) j:Cg+c
41 
inv~~se a . retraction r:C$ + Cg 
is commutative. 
' 
c + c 
g 41 giyen by 
is a homotopy equivalence with homotopy 





Proof We define a stro~g deformation retraction o:c2~ x 'r + c2x. of 






[x,u,(l 2t)v + 2tu], u ~ v, o < t < Vz 
[x,u,v], u ~ v, 
[x, (2 - 2t)u, u], 
[x, (2 2t)u, rv] J 
0 2. t 2. 1/2 
u ~ v, 1/2 < t < 1 
• t 












The action of D is indicated by the diagrams 
v v 
, 
0 ~ t ~ 1/2 . , r, , 
, " 








~:c~ x I ~ c~ by 
~([x,u,v],t) = D([x,u,v],t) 
~([y,v],t) = [y,v] 
~ (z, 1) z 
.. · . . 
Then ~ is a strong deformation retraction of C~ 
We have · 
onto 
6([x,~,v],1) { [~·,O,u] = [f(xf:~], = 
[x,o, vJ = [f(x), v], 
..... 




Then ~etting r = ~(-,1) we have rj = lc and jr ~ 1c 
ri[x,u] . = r[x,u,O] = [f(x) ,u] 
ri (z) = z 
Hence .ri = ljl. 
In the sequence 
cf 
<P ~ i c p scf 
.S!f> 
the projection p :c«J>- -+ .scf is given by 
' . 
p[x,u,v] = [x,u,v], 
( 
,. 
p[y,v] = [y, v] , 
p(z) = 
· * . 
(See diagrams (3~5) and (~.10)). . 
' 
. Let q·c ~ scf be the restriction of p to· C . 
• . g . . •, g. 
.. . . 
37. ~ 
, I 
c . . g 
u > v 




, n ~ • 
38. 
. ... 





ch ~ c1i y.-o--=---q-4SCf 
Cg 
the triangles marked 0 are commutative while thos~ marked * are 
homotopy commuta_ti ve. 




Corollary (3.13) For each sp~e B the sequence 
n [C ,B]~ n [r-,B]~ 1r [Cf,B]---+ 1r 1 [C .B] n g . . n -h n n- g 
· ~ . I 
. . 
-4. no [Ch. ~ --->t .no [Cf, B] • 
is exact. 
) . 
-- The commutative diagram (3.9) also gives ri.se· to a sequence I\ 
• . 
. 
where 1Ji :Ef -+- Eh is given by . 1Ji (x 1 w) · =. (x·,gw) 
,. 
is given and 
by 4> (i,a) = (f.(x),cr). 
Co~ider the sequence 
. Et is ·the~ subspace of X x EZ .x EY x E· Z consisting 'of· elements 
.. . 




·'. ' . 
• 
39. 
)..(-,0) = gw. ' We may identify E4> ~ith- the subspace of X .x EY x 1?-z 
consisting of elements (x,w,)..) such that w(O) = f(x) and 
• 
).. (- .o) = gw. ... 
x· - - - - c~r- ---:- h(x:~ 
Yo 
With this identification the projection p:E4> + Eh is· given by 
Proposition (3.11 1 )' r _:Ecjl ··+·Ef ·is a homotopy equivalence with honiotogy 
~nverse an imbedding j :Ef-.. E4> : . siieh th~~ the .~agram 
is commutative. 
Proof Define an injection e:EZ -.. E2z by 
e(a)(v,u) = . { a(u), 
• G (v), 
u > v 
u < v 
. ... 
I 
and .de.fine J : Ef : E cjl by; j (r ,w) = (x,w,e(gw))., Then rj = lE 
cjl 
is an imbedding. t .. Define ·o: E2Z x I + E2 Z by . 
A(V - 2tv + 2u, u), u ~ v, 
so j 
0 < t < 
-
1/2 
A (v ,u) u ~ v, 0 ~ t ~ 1/2 
.. 
).. (u, 2u 2_tu) u ~ v, 1/'D~t~l 
·;\. cii. 2u - 2tu) u < v 1/2 ~ t ~ 1 _ 
. ' 
and 6: ~~ x ~ + E ~ b~ · is a . l . . 














We have pj(x,w) = p(x,w,e(gw)) = (x, gw) = lj!(x,w). Thus pj = ljJ. 
" 




rlE i E~ p Eh <P E ---'---4-· ) a g g 
~ \ 
ker P. = SlE is the ~ubspace of SlY X SlEZ consisting of pairs (w, X) g o> 
such that. X(- ,0)_ = ·gw and the inclusion i :nEg + Ecp is given by 




Corollary (3.12 1 ) 
+ Ef g . by 
k (w,).) 
,_ 
In th~ diagrams 











>. Ecp ) Eh 
~··.lr ·~ 
Ef 
the triFlngles ma,rked ~ are commutative while those marked 
0 ~ 
homotopy comm?tative. · . 
? 
Corollary '(3.13') · For each space A the· sequence 
. ljJ* 0 ~* 0 k* 
n [A,Ef] ~ 1r {A,Eh] ---+ 1T [A,E ] -----"-+ n· l [A,Ef] 
n n . · n g. n-· 
·. is exact. 
. 
In particular there is an exact sequ_ence 
* are 
.. . ... 
' ' 
.-














. • ' 
41. 
exact sequence 
~ 1r (A,B) -~ 1T (X,B) -4 1r (X-,A) ~ 1r 1(A,B) n . n n n-
Le-t f b~ a map X -+ Y. A lifting function X for f ' i s a map 
X:P f ~ PX from the mapping track of f to the path space of X such that ~/ 
I 
· X(x,w) (0) = x and · fX(x~w) = w 
Lemm~ (3.14) f :X \ Y is a fibration if and only if f has a lifting 
function . 
' · 
Proof Suppose that · f:X ~ Y is -a fibration and define _G:P f x I -+ .Y 
by G(x,w, t) = w(t). Then G(-.~) = fr _. wh.ere .. r ~s the projecti9n 
~ . . . 
' P f + ·X · given by r(x,w) = · x. Since - f is a fibrati~n. there is a 
homotopy _H:P f )( I "+ X_ such tnat H(x,w,O) = r(x,ui) ·= X and fH.Cx.w·. t) = 
G(x,w,t) = w(.t). Then X: Pf-+ PX. given by 'i(x,w)(i:) '= H(x,w,t) ' 'is a 
lifting fun.ction for f. 
Conversely, suppo~e that f: X -+ Y . has a lifting function A :P f .+ P~. 
Let· h be ~ .map A -+ X and G be a homotopy . A x I -+ Y su~h that ,. 
G(-:,0) = fh. Define ~:A+ PY by Ha) (t) = G(a,t)_ and then define 
. 
' H:A x I -+ ~ by H(a_, t) = A (h(a),<J> (a).) (t') . . We have H(- ,0) = h and 
. fH = G, as requir~d • 
" 
Let · f:t.-+ Y be a fibrat;ion with fl.b;-e F . and let X~Ef + PX be 
; 
the restriction to Ef of a lifting function for f.- Define f:E(X,F) 
+ nY by f(o)·= fa· and X':nY + E(X,F) by 'f(w) = -A(X ;-w). 
~ 01 We have ... 
X"{w) (1) = x .and · lf(w) = ·w. (J 
F ~cr 
,. Lf 
Yo i .<=)ICa).::; f cr 
. . . Y ~· w· 0 . . 
'. 
J . 





· .. ·' 
-. 
Proposi~ion (3.15) f:E(X,F) + ny is a homotopy equivalence with 
homotopy "inverse A. 
Proof Clearly f~ = loy· We mus~ show that 1£ = lE (X,F). \\\ 
De~ine a homeomorphism m: I~ + r2 by ;. I 
(u(l/6 + t/2), 3t(l- u)), 
·42. 
0 ~ t 2. 1/3 
m(t,ur = ( (3t - ' 1) cr - u) . + ut J 1 - u) J 1/ 3 2. t ' .{ 2/3 . -~ 
(1- u)(2/3- t/2). 3(1- t)(l u). 2/3 < t ~ 1 












0 - ~. .,.1 '. 
.I 
m 





' J y 
I 
' I ' ' ' \ 
' 0 1+-_:._~~;.L~ 
Define ,~:E(X~F) .x 12 +·_y by . cf>(o, ,"m{~.u)) - fd'(u) • 
If g:E(X,F) x I ·~ X is the map giveh by 
(1 (6t) , 
g(o,t) = xp, 
· X (fo) (6 - 6t), 
we have 
fg (6'. t) = Y' b' 
fo.(6 - 6:t), 
=· 4>(o,t,O) .· 
0 
... 
0 < t < 1/6 
• 
'1/6 < t < 5/6 
- -. 
5/6 2. t <' 1 \. 
0 ~ -t ·<. 1/6 .· 
1/6 2. t :::_ ,'5/6 
5/6 2. t <· 1 
Then, since f is a fibration, there is a map . $:E(~,F) X r2 ~X .such 
~-· .J) • ' 
. , ) 
th'at 1/.l(o,t,O) = ·g(o,t) and fo = 4>. 
' 
• Define ,..a: E (X, F) ;X· I :+" •E (X, F) by . a (o_, t)(i.t) . = .1jl (o ,m (t, u) • · 
Then ·. fe(o,t)(O} = 4>(o~m(t,O)) = fo(O} = y 0 , so· a. is well .define~:l. 
., 







e (o ,0) (u) = $(0 I 1/6 u, 0) = g(o, 1/6 u) = o(u) 
a (o ,l)'(u) = $(0, 1 1/6 u, 0) = g (o, 1 - 1/6 u) = f(fo) (~) 
= Af(o) (u) 
Thus e is a ·hombtopy from 1E (X, F) to ).f. n 
I, 
Corollary (3 .. 16) For e.a~h space A, f: E (X, F) + nY induces a bijection 
.. 
[A,E(X,F)] + {A,OY] which is an isomorphism ·of groups when, A is a 
suSpension .. 
• I 







.. n - ~2. '• 
nY ·Pl Ef > X f ) y 
' .,·~·· If' p hi ;/; . (3.~7) 
. . 
where 
·, · E(X,F) -:-. --"'--~ F 
i ~ . il, ' j .. are. · the_ i~c1usions ,· p J ll . ~re tru; projections and .'h 
~;; given . by h(~} = (x,•). 
. . t) · w 
· · .Lemma (3. iB) The two 'triangles in the· diagram (3.17). are commutative 
~ ' •• • • ' • # 
. .. ' , . 
. . 
and the 5Huare becomes hpmotopy commutative on replac~ng i 1 ' by the m_ap 
·. 
. . 
Proof The ·first part. is clear. By aorollary '(1 ~ 7·'), h ... .is a homotopy 
equivalence and fr~ni the .proof 'of, propo~ition (1.6') . we see that 
. . - - ·. ' ' ., · , 




I ~ ~ I . ... 
., . 
l 





.·/· .. . ' · 
. . . 
'. ,f , '•, 0' - , I : : 
. ~ ' .. 
. . · .. 
.. 
1-
. \ :: 
. . II· 
,, ' ' I•' 










. · ; -
. . . 
. ' 
44. 




E (X,F) F 
" . 
since pi(wj· = f(w)(O) = ·A.(x
0
,,-w) (1) = k (x ,-w). 
0 
The result now follows. 
' ,;_ 
We may call the square 
y Ef 
• .JI. fl ·t 
_E(~,F) p F 
. · . 
L2l. .: the transgre~sion .square~· 
I • • • 
We have seen one ~~y of obtaining ~' exact sequence for a fibration 
An alternative way of obtai~ng an· exact' seq-qence is to· make· use of the . 
sequence · . 
nF . ----+ .nx 
I 
E(X,F) F --+·x 
-
. - ' 
' 




and· t~e homotopy equiyalence f:E(X,P) -+- ny. By means of the transgression ·: ·· 
square we see that the resulting exact seque~ces a;re essentially the same . 
• 
. ~ . ' 
, . 
. ;: 
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